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ABSTRACT
Whether the stock market investors’ emotion can influence the stock market itself is one of the hot topic in financial
research. In this paper, a method based on the heat of related keywords on Micro Blog is proposed, as Micro Blog is an
ideal source for capturing public opinions towards certain topic. We choose Shanghai Composite index as the research
object, through correlation analysis, Granger causality analysis, and support vector machine classification, the results
have shown that the keywords heat on micro blog can make a short-time prediction of stock market, and the keyword
which expresses negative emotion have more powerful prediction ability.
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1. Introduction
Prediction of stock market has achieved widespread
concern from academic and business communities. The
prediction possibility of stock market is closely related to
the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). If the theory of
efficient market hypothesis is established, stock price
reflect all relevant information, than the change of stock
price will be subject to the random walk theory, which
means that the price of stock cannot be predicted [1].
On the other hand, according to some experts’ study,
stock market is not fully comply with the random walk
hypothesis, there are still some predictable components
[2-4], and the emotion of investors is one of the vital
factors that can influence the stock market volatility [5-7].
In China, investor emotion data has four main sources: 1)
CCTV Index; 2) Haodan Index; 3) Huading Pupil Opinion Suvey; 4) Real-time Survey of stock software [8].
Since these sources are mostly collected by conventional
methods, there exist certain limitations to the mass investor emotion detection.
In recent years, with the popularity of Internet social
applications, researchers begin to detect the public emotions through popular social networking websites. For
instance, Asur et al. [9] use Twitter.com (a famous micro
blog websites) to predict movie box performance based
on the public emotions extracted from twitter; Johan
Bollen et al. [10] found that micro blogs which are labeled as “calm” have a powerful prediction ability to the
Dow Jones industries average index, with highest accuracy over 80%.
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The above studies focus primarily on the sentimental
analysis of micro blog text. However, data expresses
public emotions not only comes from the text itself. We
come up with an idea to detect emotion by observing the
daily numbers of micro blogs related to certain keywords
(heat of keywords), and we use this method to predict the
stock market. We have collected the heat of six stock
market terms from July 1st, 2011 to December 30th,
2011 (16:00 the day before to 10:00 the right day). The
resulting time series are compared with Shanghai Composite Index through correlation analysis. After that, traditional statistics and artificial intelligence approaches
are used to measure the predictive ability of key-words
heat. The results have shown that the keywords heat on
micro blog can make a short-time prediction of stock
market, and the heat of keyword which reflects negative
emotion has more powerful prediction ability.

2. Data Collection & Processing
2.1. Data of Keywords Heat
We use Sina Weibo search platform and GooSeeker web
information extraction tool to collect the daily number of
micro blogs related to six certain keywords during the
period from July 1st, 2011 to December 30th, 2011. The
six keywords are “牛市”, “熊市”, “利好”, “利空”, “股市
~a 股~沪深~股指~大盘 上涨”, “股市~a 股~沪深~股指
~大盘 下跌” in Chinese , which are explained as “Bull
Market”, “Bear Market”, “Positive news”, “Negative
news”, “Stock Index rise” and “Stock Index drop”. After
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a sampling analysis of the related micro blogs, we found
that these Chinese keywords can express the investors’
positive or negative emotions to some extends. It is
worth to mention, the keywords heat was collected from
16:00 on the previous day (an hour after the stock markets closed) to 10:00 on the right day (half an hour after
the stock markets opened). During this period, the stock
market is closed, and micro blogs related to these keywords are more likely to be the investors’ emotion expression, rather than the objective comments. Weighted
average method was used to process the heat of key
words during the holidays.
Since stock market was closed on July 2nd and July 3rd,
we calculate the key words heat on July 4th according to
the Eq.1:
(1)
H7/4=0.2*H7/2+0.2*H7/3+0.6*H7/4

Figure 1. Phases of methodology.
Table 1. Results of Correlation analysis.

H7/4 reflects the heat of key words on July 4th.

2.2. Data of Stock Market
We collected the closing prices of Shanghai Composite
Index from Google Finance during the period from July
1st, 2011 to December 30th, 2011. We used +1 or -1 to
label the up or down of Shanghai Composite Index compared with the previous day. Dealt with statistics, 52 days
of closing price were up and 73 days of closing price
were down. The overall trend of Shanghai Composite
Index was declining.

3. Methodology and Experiment
3.1. Overview
Figure 1 illustrates the idea of our methods. Specifically,
there are three main phases: 1) correlation analysis; 2)
Granger causality analysis to find the keywords which
have predictive ability; 3) up or down judgments based
on support vector machine (SVM) classification model.

3.2. Correlation Analysis
In order to find the correlation between the six keywords
heat and the closing price of Shanghai Composite Index,
we used Eviews to do the correlation analysis. The result
of the correlation analysis is showed in Table 1. Some of
the six key words have a relatively significant correlation
with the closing price of Shanghai Composite Index respectively.
The public express their feelings and views toward
events through micro-blogging. As a result, when some
significant event occurs, the amount of the micro-blogging containing related topics or keywords will change.
The Figure 2 shows the heat of the six keywords during
July 1st, 2011 to December 30th, 2011. In order to analyze
the six hot words in a same level, we standardized them
by using Z-score, as (2):
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 2. July 1st – December 30th Z-score lines of six keywords heat.

Z (X )/

(2)

In this Equation, μ represents mean and  stands for
standard deviation.
From Figure 2, it can be found: in July 7th, the People’s Bank of China declared to raise the bank reserve
ratio by 0.25 percentage point. The six keywords heat
tended to obviously turning that day; In August 5th,
Standard & Poor’s reduced the credit ratings of American government. Some keywords heat had negative reaction; In November 5th, the People’s Bank of China declared to reduce the bank reserve ratio by 0.5 percentage
point. According to this message, the heat of these words
shot up in the next three days especially the heat of
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“positive news”. As a consequence, the heat of keywords
can reflect some event indirectly and contains the attitude
of the public. It could be a tool to help judge the emotion
of investors. In addition, the heat of keywords is suitable
to analyze and discuss short-time stock market.

3.3. Granger Causality Analysis
To further examine the link between the keywords heat
and Shanghai Composite Index, this section introduces a
Granger causality analysis method to verify the hypothesis: The changes of keywords heat occur before the
changes of Shanghai Composite Index.
Granger causality is one of the econometric research
focus, which is defined as: "To determine whether X
caused Y, first examine to what extent the Y's the value
can be explained by past values of Y, then inspected
whether adding the X's lagging value can improve the
explanation of the degree. If the lagging values of X help
to explain the degree of improvement on Y, then X is Y's
Granger cause "[11].
We use Eviews as a research tool, first determine those
series have a good stability by using the ADF test on the
six keywords heat time series.
On that basis, the Granger causality test is applied between Shanghai Composite Index and 6 keywords heat
time series. The Regression model used in testing is
showed as Eq. (3).
n

n

i 1

i 1

Yt     iYt  i    i X t i   t

(3)

According to the test results shown in Table 2, we can
reject the null hypothesis: keyword heat is not the
Granger reason of Shanghai Composite Index closing
price, that is, keyword heat cannot predict the closing
prices. It can be found through observation that there is
significant Granger causality relationship between the
"rise" or "drop" and the Shanghai index closing prices,
for lags ranging in the 2nd day for “rise” (p-value <0.05 )
and from 1st to 9th days for “drop” (p-value <0.05) respectively.

By doing the Granger causality test, it shows that the
"rise" and "drop" is moderate in predicting Shanghai
Composite Index in a short run. In addition, as we have
found the correlation coefficient between keywords heat
and closing prices, getting the coefficient between the
"rise" and the closing prices was 0.358 and the coefficient between "drop" and the closing prices was -0.168.
Combined with the semantics of "rise" and "drop", we
can pose a hypothesis: on the micro blog platform,
whether investors' positive emotions or negative emotions have more powerful prediction ability towards the
stock market.

3.4. SVM Training and Forcasting
The foregoing analysis is mainly based on linear regression, which to some extents has found a connection between some keywords and the closing price of Shanghai
Composite Index to predict the fluctuations. This section
will use machine learning to classify the future fluctuations from a nonlinear perspective. Some scholars have
used support vector machines (SVM) classification to
forecast the fluctuations, which has achieved a good result [12]. SVM is also used as a research tool in this paper.
SVM classification is a novel machine learning algorithm based on structural risk minimization (SRM) [13],
which is a prediction tool with good generalizations.
LIBSVM tool is used to train the model and classify.
LIBSVM is a simple, convenient SVM pattern recognition and regression kit developed by Pro. Lin Chih-Jen
and Dr. Chang Chih-Chung. [14]
The input data of training set and test set was the sequences of keywords heat and the output data was the
fluctuation labels (1 and -1) of the closing price of
Shanghai Composite Index. The data from July 2nd, 2011
to December 30th, 2011 (124 days) was used as the sample. Half of them were the training set and the other half
were the test set. The classification model could be obtained by using the training set to train SVM, and the
model predicted the labels of test set.

Table 2. The test results of Granger causality.
lag
1
2
3
4

Bull Market
0.2755
0.4232
0.6053
0.7294

Bear Market
0.5458
0.6847
0.8214
0.5454

Positive News
0.7054
0.4388
0.2597
0.2867

Negative News
0.8275
0.8725
0.8237
0.8391

Rise
0.9443
0.0352
0.0919
0.237

Drop
1.00E-05
2.00E-05
4.00E-05
0.0003

5

0.8372

0.6807

0.4157

0.6282

0.3035

0.0007

6
7
8

0.6917
0.7663
0.8273

0.6063
0.6707
0.608

0.6166
0.4533
0.4707

0.7754
0.503
0.4779

0.4315
0.3643
0.4033

0.0008
0.0046
0.0106

9

0.8675

0.4965

0.3732

0.6155

0.3829

0.0488

10

0.9238

0.6403

0.5199

0.7949

0.6522

0.0742

（p-value<0.05 shown in bold）
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Figure 3. The change of the prediction ability over time.

To improve the accuracy of SVM model in prediction,
the data needed to be normalized. The appropriate kernel
function was found to optimize the correlated parameters.
After using controlled variable, the best normalization
was [0,1] and the neuron sigmoid function was used as
kernel function. The model is shown as Eq. (4). The
cross validation is used to find the appropriate penalty
parameter c and kernel parameter g.
t

f ( x)  1 / (1  e )

(4)

According to the Granger causality analysis, only
"Stock index rise" and "Stock index drop" are the
Granger reason of Shanghai Composite Index closing
price. The SVM modeling showed that the accuracy of
“Stock index rise” is 59.46% and “Stock market drop” is
78.38%. So the keyword “Stock market drop” is better
than “Stock index rise” in prediction.
“Stock market drop” as a Granger reason has certain
lagging effect (lag>1). So in the following research, the
data from the next day to the sixth day is used to predict
the fluctuations to measure the prediction circle. The
SVM model with the combination was used and the result is shown in Figure 3 and the overall accuracy is declining over time, which means that the prediction ability
of keywords heat is a short-time effect.

4. Discussion
The investors' emotional data achieved from the micro
blogs have certain connections with the stock market and
they can in a way predict it. According to the results, the
investors' emotions can be detected from the heat of
some keywords on the micro blogs. In addition, the
variations of the heat demonstrate the attention to certain
issues affecting the stock market. Among the six keywords, "Stock index rise" and "Stock index drop" are the
Granger reason of Shanghai Composite Index closing
prices. The change of the heat of two keywords reveals
the change of Shanghai Composite index lagging within
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

a week's time. Support vector machine can be used to
predict the fluctuations. It has been shown that the heat
of "Stock index drop" is more accurate in prediction.
Based on the results of lag effect, the prediction circle is
short, which means the best data is from 16:00 the previous day to 10:00 the right day.
There are several limitations about the research, which
are needed to improve. To begin with, both positive and
negative emotions can be found in some micro blogs, for
example a micro blog with "Bull market" and "Bear
market". A more advanced search pattern should be used
to classify the emotions. Next, during the selected time
period, the overall trend of stock market is falling steadily. So the negative keyword "Stock market drop" may
predict the stock market more accurately. More historical
data should be introduced to prove the accuracy. Besides,
the future trend also should be predicted. Finally,
whether the investors on micro blog can represent all the
investors and whether the micro blogs are trustworthy
could be included in the future research.
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